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Abstract 

Many of the challenges in solid oxide fuel cell technology stem from chemical and 

mechanical incompatibilities between the anode, cathode and electrolyte materials. 

Numerous attempts have been made to identify compatible materials. Here, these 

challenges are circumvented by the introduction of a working single layer fuel cell, 

fabricated from a composite of proton conducting BaCe0.6Zr0.2Y0.2O3-δ and a mixture 

of semiconducting oxides – Li2O, NiO, and ZnO. Structural and electrical properties 

of the composite, related to its fuel cell performance are investigated. The single layer 

fuel cell shows a maximum OCV of 0.83 V and a peak power density of 

3.86 mW cm
-2 

at 600 °C. Activation and mass transport losses are identified as the 

major limiting factor for efficiency and power output. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the 1970s fuel cells have been heralded as one of the foundations of the 

hydrogen economy – coal and petroleum fuels were to be replaced by hydrogen as 

the primary source of clean and green energy [1]. After over 40 years this is still not 

the case, mostly due to the high cost of fuel cells which limits them to niche 

applications [2–5]. There are three major factors influencing fuel cell costs. Firstly, 

the use of expensive raw materials, particularly the noble metals used as catalysts 

(mostly for low-temperature cells). Secondly, low durability and reliability – 

especially in the case of high-temperature devices [5–8]. Finally, the complexity of 

manufacturing a state of the art fuel cell, which is usually composed of three distinct 

functional layers [2]. Each layer is made from a different material with varying 

chemical and mechanical properties – these variations are the source of the 

aforementioned incompatibilities and some of the major factors in decreasing fuel 

cell durability [8–12]. 

 The layered structure is considered strictly necessary – it prevents the short-

circuiting of the cell. That preconception was first challenged in 2000 by He et al. 

[13,14], who reasoned that La1-xSrxInO3 – a mixed ion-electron conducting material – 

could be used as a single layer solid oxide fuel cell due to mixed n-type, oxygen ion 

or p-type conductivity at different pO2 values. The La1-xSrxInO3 cell was able to 

generate electromotive force and a maximum power density of 3 mW cm
-2

 was 
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reported, which proved the viability of the concept, but no further research has been 

done regarding La1-xSrxInO3 single layer fuel cells (SLFCs). Zhu et al. further 

challenged the triple layer paradigm of fuel cell design in 2011, with a composite of 

an oxide ion conducting ceramic (samaria doped ceria) and metal oxide 

semiconductors (Li2O, NiO, ZnO) exhibiting both electron and hole conductivity. A  

single layer of the composite can operate as a fuel cell device [15,16]. Zhu et al. 

hypothesize that in single layer fuel cells at operational conditions a space charge 

region,  similar to the bulk heterojunction in dye-sensitized solar cells, is formed 

which acts as a block for electron transfer, thereby performing one of the functions of 

a conventional electrolyte [17]. Mass and charge transport are claimed to be possible, 

despite the space charge region, thanks to surface diffusion enabled and promoted by 

high porosity [18]. So far, there have been no reports of experiments validating the 

proposed mechanism. Understanding of the processes occurring in SLFCs is 

necessary for the determination of the properties of composite components such as 

microstructure and porosity that are optimal for the maximization of fuel cell 

characteristics. For example, the role of porosity is not clear, since apart from 

providing paths for the surface diffusion it may also cause a direct combustion 

reaction between oxygen and hydrogen in the bulk of the cell, leading to a rapid cell 

failure [19].     

 SFLCs based on composites of various materials have been reported, some with a 

protonic component [20–26]. In each case, however, oxygen ions were the main 

charge carriers. High-temperature proton conductors (HTPCs) are considered as a 
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promising alternative to oxygen ion conductors for the intermediate temperature 

range of 400–700 °C. State-of-the-art oxygen ion conducting fuel cells operate in the 

temperature range of 800–1000 °C [27]. Proton conductors, due to the generally 

higher mobility of their charge carriers, have a lower activation energy of conduction 

than that of oxygen ion conduction.  This lower activation energy of conduction is a 

major factor contributing to higher conductivity at the intermediate temperatures [28]. 

Therefore, replacing the oxygen ion conductors in composites for single layer fuel 

cells with a proton conducting material would lower the working temperatures of 

SLFCs providing many benefits, such as easier sealing, the better economy of 

fabrication, rapid startup and a decrease in thermal stresses caused by a mismatch of 

thermal expansion coefficients [29]. 

 In this paper, we investigate the properties of a composite of co-doped barium 

cerate, a well-established proton conductor, and a mixture of semiconducting oxides: 

Li2O, NiO, and ZnO. We also discuss the composite’s performance when applied as a 

single layer fuel cell material. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Synthesis 

The BaCe0.6Zr0.2Y0.2O3-δ  (BCZY622) proton conducting nanopowders were 

prepared by co-precipitation method [16,30]. Stoichiometric amounts of nitrate 

powders – Ba(NO3)2, Ce(NO3)3∙6H20, ZrO(NO3)2∙2H20 and Y(NO3)3∙6H20 – were 

dissolved in deionized water resulting in a 0.5 M solution of metal cations. A 0.5 M 
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aqueous solution of Na2CO3 was used as a precipitation agent. The Na2CO3 solution 

was dripped into the cation solution at a rate of approximately 10 cm
3
 min

-1
 under 

constant stirring and heating. The resulting precipitate was washed thoroughly with 

deionized water and then dried at 80 °C for 24 hours. The dried powder was calcined 

at 1100 °C for five hours, subsequently pressed uniaxially and sintered using a two-

step approach [30]. 

The Li2O:NiO:ZnO (LNZ) semiconducting oxides were prepared by the solid-state 

synthesis method. Stoichiometric amounts of ZnO, LiCO3, and Ni(NO3)2∙6H2O 

powders were mixed to give a cation ratio of 0.15:0.45:0.4, ground in an agate mortar 

and calcined at 800 °C for 2 hours [16]. 

The BCZY622 and LNZ precursor powders in the weight ratio of 2:1 were mixed 

in an agate mortar, and then ball milled in isopropanol for 24 hours [19,20,31]. The 

resultant BCZY622/LNZ composite powder was dried at 80°C for 24 hours and then 

pressed uniaxially into pellets 12 mm in diameter and approximately 1 mm thick. The 

pellets were subsequently sintered using a two-step approach. At first, they were 

heated to 1200 °C with a 5 °C min
-1

 heating rate, held for 1 minute, cooled with a 

15 °C min
-1

 rate to 900 °C and then maintained for 2 hours, resulting in dense pellets 

with no visible cracks or other faults.  
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2.2. Characterization 

The density and porosity of SLFC pellets were measured using a vacuum-assisted 

Archimedes method. It was then compared with the composite’s theoretical density, 

calculated as a weighted average of theoretical densities of BCZY622 and LNZ [19]. 

X-ray diffractometry data on BCZY622, LNZ, and the BCZY622/LNZ composite 

was collected by a Philips X’ Pert Pro diffractometer, with CuKα radiation.  

Photomicrographs were captured using an FEI QUANTA FEG 250 scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) with a secondary and backscattered electron detector. 

Energy dispersive X-ray analysis was also performed, utilizing an EDAX TEAM™ 

EDS Analysis System. The composite pellets, both as sintered and after operation in 

fuel cell conditions, were imaged under high vacuum. Because of their high 

electronic conductivity, an additional metallic coating was not required. 

In preparation for measurements of electrical properties, electrodes made from 

silver and yttria stabilized zirconia paste were painted on each side of the pellet, 

which was 10.14 mm in diameter and 1.11 mm thick. Each electrode had a diameter 

of 9.00 mm which translates into an area of 0.64 cm
2
, which was later used for ASR 

calculations using the general equation        , where R is the resistance 

derived from impedance spectroscopy and A is the electrode area. The composite 

BCZY622/LNZ pellet was then mounted on a testing cell and sealed with silver paste 

[32]. The same atmospheres for all electrical property measurements were applied – 

one side of the pellet was exposed to 5% humidified H2 with a 30 cm
3
 min

-1
 flow rate, 

the other to flowing air. For open circuit voltage (OCV) and current-voltage 

characteristic (I-V) measurements, a Solatron SI 1287 Electrochemical Interface was 
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used. Impedance spectroscopy (IS) measurements were carried out using a Solatron 

SI 1287 Electrochemical Interface coupled with a Solatron SI 1260 Impedance 

Analyzer, in the 1 MHz – 0.1 Hz frequency range. The impedance data was analyzed 

using Equivalent Circuit software [33]. 

3. Results & Discussion  

Diffraction data of the components and the composite powder are presented in 

Fig. 1. Crystallographic data derived from Rietveld analysis of the obtained 

diffractograms are collected in Table 1. In the diffractogram of the Li2O:NiO:ZnO 

(LNZ) semiconducting oxides XRD reflections of ZnO and NiO can be seen, whereas 

no reflections of Li2O are present. The absence of XRD reflections of Li2O in the 

diffractogram of the Li2O:NiO:ZnO (LNZ) is most probably caused by the lithium 

diffusion into the oxides. The reflections of NiO are higher than those of ZnO, which 

means that diffusion of Zn
2+ 

cations and O
2-

 anions from ZnO occurs during LNZ 

calcination. According to  H. Kedesdy and  A. Drukalsky who analyzed the solid 

state reaction in the NiO-ZnO system in detail, such processes take place above 

600 °C [34]. As a result of lithium diffusion into the oxides and zinc diffusion into 

NiO, the nickel and zinc oxides compositions are rather (Ni, Zn, Li)O and (Zn, Li)O 

oxides, respectively. Moreover, an increase of the unit cell parameter of cubic NiO 

may be expected. 
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Composite 

component 
Material 

Space 

group 

Unit cell 

parameters 

[Å] 

Unit cell 

volume 

[Å
3
] 

Proton 

conductor 

(BCYZ622) 

BaCe0.6Zr0.2Y0.2O3-x 
Imma 

(no. 74) 

a = 6,1696(5) 

b = 8,6907(6) 

c = 6.267 

336.01 

Semiconducting 

phase (LNZ) 

(Ni, Zn, Li)O 
Fm-3m 

(no. 225) 
a = 4.19958(1) 74.06 

(Zn, Li)O 
P63mc 

(no. 86) 

a = 3.24855(3) 

c = 5.2038(1) 
47.56 

Table 1 Unit cell parameters of the composite components. The Rp parameter of 

Rietveld refining for BCYZ622 and LNZ phases were 20 and 7.9, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 1 XRD diffractograms of the BaCe0.6Zr0.2Y0.2O3-δ  (BCZY622), Li2O:NiO:ZnO 

(LNZ) and BCZY622/LNZ composite powders. 
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 The unit cell parameter of the cubic (Ni, Zn, Li)O oxide determined with the use of 

Rietveld analysis (4.1996 Å) is significantly larger than that of the undoped nickel 

oxide (4.1684 Å). Comparison with the data published in [34] suggests that 

approximately 18% of Zn is present in the cubic NiO. The unit cell volume and 

parameters of the hexagonal ZnO do not change significantly as a result of LNZ 

calcination, so that the Ni diffusion into ZnO may be neglected [35]. As mentioned 

before, the lithium diffusion into the oxides occurs. The solubility of lithium both in 

NiO and in ZnO is high, but the nature of the most stable defects formation in both 

oxides differs. In ZnO, several types of lithium defects, for instance,  the interstitial 

lithium ion, Li
•
i  as well as the Li

’
Zn - Li

•
i neutral defect pairs are possible [36]. The 

most stable one is Li
•
i, which is a donor-type defect since it introduces the energy 

level below the bottom of the conduction band. On the other hand, in NiO lithium 

substitutes Ni forming Li
’
Ni, which is an acceptor defect. A weak reflection of cerium 

oxide can be seen in the diffractogram of the composite BCZY622/LNZ powder. The 

presence of cerium oxide is caused by barium evaporation, often observed in the case 

of barium cerates [37]. 
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Fig. 2 Cross-sectional SEM photomicrographs of BCZY622/LNZ composite pellets. 

Fig. 2 presents cross-sectional SEM photomicrographs of the BCZY622/LNZ 

composite pellet.  Fig. 2A shows the microstructure of the composite. The image in 

Fig. 2B was taken using a backscattered electron detector (BSED), which allowed 

phase-contrast imaging – the brighter areas correspond to the proton conducting 

phase (BCZY622), while the darker areas correspond to the semiconducting oxides 

(LNZ). It can be seen the LNZ phase is distributed in grains embedded in the 

BCZY622 matrix.  Moreover, only a small amount of pores, which are most likely 

closed pores, is visible in the material. This agrees well with high material density 

(>95 % of theoretical density) measured by the Archimedes method [19].  

Voltages and power densities as a function of current density, for temperatures 

between 400 and 600 °C, are plotted in Fig. 3. The highest power density of 3.86 

mW cm
-2

 was recorded at 600 °C. Overall, the power densities are low comparing the 

values reported by Zhu et al. For example, they observed power densities up to 450 

mW cm
-2

 in  Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-x - LiNiO2 [15] ,  600 mW cm
-2

 in  Ce0.8Sm0.2O2-x - 
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LiZnNiO2 [16] , 655 mW cm
-2

  in  Ce0.8Sm0.2O2-x – Ba0.5Sr0.5Co0.8Fe0.2O3-x  [38] and 

760 mW cm
-2

  in  Ce0.8Sm0.2O2-x - LiCuZnNiO2 [17] . Possible reasons for a low 

power density of the cell based on the BaCe0.6Zr0.2Y0.2O3-x – LNZ composite in 

comparison to the Ce0.8Sm0.2O2-x – LNZ composite could be sought in either the 

properties of ion conducting phases or in the composites microstructures. We assume 

that similarly to conventional oxide fuel cells, both oxygen ion- and proton – 

conducting oxides are equally appropriate for the functioning of the device provided 

that they have sufficient conductivities.  Ion conductivity values of Ce0.8Sm0.2O2-x  

and BaCe0.6Zr0.2Y0.2O3-x  ceramics at  600 °C are of the order of  10
-2

 S/cm and the 

activation energies of conductivity are 0.82 eV and 0.78 eV, respectively [38–41].  

Therefore, these materials may be considered as comparable in the studied 

temperature range in the context of SLFC application. On the other hand, the 

microstructural differences between the composites seem to be significant since the 

SLFCs reported by Zhu et al. (e.g. [15,16]) were prepared by pressing the powders 

whereas our cells were compacted by sintering. Indeed, pressing the composite 

containing nano-ceramic powder may lead to forming a mesoporous but gas-tight and 

mechanically stable pellet. However, the composite with nano-ceramic barium cerate 

for achieving long-term stability requires sintering. Therefore, in the future, the 

microstructure of the composite should be modified to obtain a material containing a 

larger amount of small pores.   
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Fig. 3 Cell voltages and power densities measured at temperatures between 400 °C 

and 600 °C. 

 An example of the collected impedance spectroscopy spectra of a single layer 

fuel cell collected at 600 °C and the equivalent circuit used for the fitting are shown 

in Fig. 4. The fitted spectrum is in good agreement with the collected data. The ohmic 

and polarization components of area specific resistances (ASRs), derived from the 

EIS data, are plotted in Fig. 5.  
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Fig. 4 Example impedance spectrum, measured at 600 °C. The empty circles 

represent data points, and the line represents the fitting. 

 

Fig. 5 Ohmic and polarization components of area specific resistance. 

 

The values of the ASR’s polarization component are approximately two orders 

of magnitude higher than that of the ohmic component, which indicates that the major 

limiting factors for the SLFCs efficiency and power output are activation and mass 
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transport losses [42]. An ASR value of 0.15 Ω cm
2
 is an established target for a 

commercial thin-film electrolyte SOFC design [43]. The measured values of ASR are 

orders of magnitude higher and thereby explain the SLFC’s low power densities. 

Possible reasons for high ASR which should be considered include semiconducting 

junctions amount, space charge layer formation, and too high pellet density.  A non-

uniform distribution of the semiconducting oxides could lead to an irregular 

distribution of the p-type (NiO) – n-type (ZnO) heterojunctions formed by 

neighbouring grains of NiO and ZnO on the nanoscale. Moreover, the formation of 

(Ni, Zn)O solid solutions, observed in the XRD results, decreases the amount of p 

(NiO) - n (ZnO) junctions. Maximizing the number of heterojunctions could increase 

the SLFCs efficiency. In addition to the nanoscale junctions, the space charge layer 

similar to the bulk heterojunction in dye-sensitized solar cells can also be a 

contributing factor to the SLFC’s impedance and ASR [17,44–46]. Another factor 

contributing to the low power density and high ASR is high pellet density, which 

limits charge and mass transport by decreasing the length of the triple phase boundary 

as well as the active surface area. This is in agreement with the results of SEM/EDS 

studies. Moreover, it also supports our conclusions from the analysis of the 

microstructural differences between our cells and these constructed by Zhu et al.  As 

Zhu et al. proposed,  the porosity could also be necessary for providing the paths for 

surface diffusion [18]. On the other hand, our previous studies of a 36% porous 

system of the same BCZY622/LNZ composite showed a very low open circuit 

voltage of 0.325 V [19].  Moreover, the stability of the studied cell was also poor; it 

worked in an oscillatory way and failed after 30 minutes. The low performance of the 
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porous cell was probably caused by direct combustion of H2 and O2 in the bulk of the 

pellet [19]. What seems most plausible, some porosity of the SLCF material is 

necessary for the efficient work of the cell, but the size, distribution, and amount of 

pores should be such that the direct reaction between H2 and O2 is not possible. 

Therefore, a systematic study of the influence of porosity on the SLFC performance 

is needed. Tailoring the microstructure should help lower the mass transport losses, 

which would decrease the ASR and increase the power density accordingly. One 

possible approach would be to create an SLFC with porosity gradients on both sides 

of the pellet, which would satisfy the demand for porous “functional electrodes” with 

extended surface areas and a dense and impermeable “functional electrolyte” [47]. 

 

Fig. 6 Open circuit voltage and ASRohmic as a function of temperature. The solid line 

represents the theoretical temperature dependence of EMF. The dashed lines are a 

visual aid only. 
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The temperature dependence of the open circuit voltage (OCV) is presented in 

Fig. 6. For comparison, it is plotted together with the ohmic component of the area 

specific resistance (also presented in Fig. 5) and the electromotive force (EMF), 

calculated using the Nernst equation [43]. As can be seen, the OCV’s temperature 

dependence is different from that predicted by the Nernst equation. A maximum 

OCV value of 0.83 V is observed at 500 °C. What is interesting, at a similar 

temperature a minimum of ohmic area specific resistance is also seen. Assuming that 

this is not merely a coincidence, this correlation between OCV and ASR temperature 

dependencies indicates that both are caused by the same reasons. Such a 

nonmonotonic temperature dependence of OCV and ASR could result from the 

change of conductivity mechanism with temperature which may be due to to the 

change of majority charge carrier type at a certain temperature. However, the 

composite cell was studied at temperatures below 600 °C which means that protons 

are main charge carriers in barium cerate regardless the oxygen partial pressure [48].  

Other probable causes of the nonmonotonic temperature dependence are concurrent 

and competing processes with different temperature dependencies. Such processes as 

gas leak, cation diffusion, electron leak, the width of the space charge layer change 

may jointly influence the conductivity and the electrochemical potential in such a 

way as to give the observed minimum and maximum, respectively. At the 

temperature range between 200 and 600 °C, the phenomena related to the diffusion of 

both lithium and Zn ions in the oxides may be present. In the whole temperature 

range, especially above 692 K (419 °C), which is quite close to the temperature at 

which minimum ASR is observed, the processes of ZnO etching and reduction 
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followed by Zn evaporation (described in more detail below) occur [49].  Moreover, 

the electron saturation current flowing in semiconducting junctions depends on 

temperature. This effect, as well as the temperature dependence of the width of the 

space charge layer, could be considered as weak. Moreover, an increase of the 

electron saturation current which could cause an electron leak should decrease both 

OCV and ohmic ASR. Summing up, explanation of the convoluted temperature 

dependence of OCV and ohmic ASR requires further studies, however, the reactions 

of hydrogen with ZnO seem most likely to be responsible for this.    

Barium Cerium 

    

Zirconium Yttrium 

    

Nickel Zinc 

    

Fig. 7 Cross-sectional EDS maps of element distribution for a BCZY622/LNZ 

composite pellet. The images annotated “anode” display the pellet that was subjected 
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to a reducing H2 atmosphere during long-term OCV measurements. The contrast of 

the image indicates a higher concentration of the specific element. 

 

EDS maps were collected to examine the influence of the prolonged operation 

of SLCF’s based on the BCZY622/LNZ composite. Fig. 7A – 7L display cross-

sectional maps for all elements in the composite, except lithium due to limitations of 

EDS spectroscopy [50]. Figs.7A, 7C, 7E, 7G, 7I, and 7K show the pellet as 

synthesized, while Figs. 7B, 7D, 7F, 7H, 7J, and 7L display a pellet that was 

subjected to a reducing H2 atmosphere during the long-term OCV measurements. The 

anode side of that pellet, which was directly exposed to H2, is located at the bottom of 

the images. The contrast of the image indicates higher concentration the specific 

element. As can be seen in the as-synthesized pellet’s cross-sectional maps: barium 

(Fig. 7A), cerium (Fig. 7C), nickel (Fig. 7I) and zinc (Fig. 7K) are evenly distributed 

throughout the mapped area. Yttrium (Fig. 7G), and to a much lesser extent also 

zirconium (Fig. 7E), are clearly segregated. The regions rich in Y also seem to be 

slightly richer in Zr. However, no depletion of either barium or cerium is observed. In 

the maps of the reduced pellet, two key differences become evident. Firstly, the area 

with a noticeable abundance of barium (Fig. 7B) and simultaneous depletion of 

zirconium (less pronounced, Fig. 7F), yttrium (Fig. 7H), nickel (Fig. 7J) and zinc 

(Fig. 7L) that forms a thin line parallel to the anode surface which possibly signifies 

the formation of crack or delamination. Interestingly, the cerium distribution appears 

to be uniform in this area, as seen in Fig. 7D. Secondly, the substantial depletion of 

zinc on the anode side of the pellet, as visible in Fig. 7L. Such depletion can be 
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caused by the reactions between hydrogen and ZnO in the reducing H2 atmosphere on 

the anode side and subsequent evaporation at the SLFC’s operating temperatures.  It 

is known that even the ZnO faces of the lowest surface energy are etched in hydrogen 

[49]. During this process, ZnO bonds break by hydrogen adsorption on both O and 

Zn sites forming hydrides. ZnH and ZnH2 have been reported to be gaseous hydrides 

desorbing at the relatively low temperature of 380 K. Moreover, hydrogen adsorbed 

on the Zn-polar surface is so reactive that it is capable of reducing ZnO to metallic 

Zn, which melts at 692 K and may easily evaporate. This result indicates that a 

semiconductor that does not contain Zn would be required. Another potentially 

interesting approach would be replacing LNZ, not with a different mixture of 

semiconducting oxides, but a material of an entirely different class, for example, one 

of the so-called triple-conducting oxides (H
+
, O

2-
, e

-
) used as novel cathodes in proton 

conducting fuel cells [51,52]. 

4. Conclusions  

A proton-conducting single layer fuel cell based on the dense composite of 

BaCe0.6Zr0.2Y0.2O3–δ and Li2O:NiO:ZnO (LNZ) semiconducting oxides was presented.  

The OCV of the cell was stable and between 0.78 V and 0.83 V in the 

temperature range of 400–600 °C. An interesting correlation between temperature 

dependencies of OCV and ohmic ASR was observed and discussed. The obtained 

power density was low. It reached the value of 3.86 mW cm
-2

 at 600 °C. It was 

proposed that high polarization resistances and low power density are caused by 

insufficient porosity and uneven distribution of semiconducting phase in the 
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composite. A possible solution is to establish the optimal microstructure and porosity, 

simultaneously low enough to prevent internal combustion and sufficiently high to 

increase efficiency and power output. 

Both the observed formation of a solid solution between NiO and ZnO in as-

sintered samples, as well as the zinc redistribution after continued operation in fuel 

cell conditions are major issues with the LNZ oxides. Either the composition of the 

semiconducting phase needs adjustment, or an entirely different type of material 

should be used to provide sufficient electronic conductivity to obtain a reliable single 

layer fuel cell. Both approaches have their merits and are worth investigating.  

Further research, especially systematic studies that aim to establish and explain 

the underlying principles and working mechanism of single layer fuel cells are 

required to achieve proton-conducting SLFCs that will match the performance of 

state-of-the-art solid oxide fuel cells.  
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